Large assemblings in space require the ability to manage Rendezvous and Docking operations. In future these techniques will be required for the gradual build up of big telecommunication platforms in the geostationary orbit.
INTRODUCTION
Since several years ago the number of spaceemtts in the geostationary orbit has increased considerably. Large satellites with longer life times are now the trends in the market. A big part of this development is due to commercial telecommunications companies with a growth on circuits demand of approximate 10% per year.
For the time being the satisfaction of this demand is fulfilled by a progressive tightening of the East-West deadband and the construction of complex clusters with collision avoidance strategies. But the concept of satellite cluster is only attractive if the functioning of the set of spaceerafts in the same orbital window is seen by the user as only one payload.
Current practice for orbital windows in GEO assumes
a square of about :tO. 1°in latitude and longitude but this is gradually being shrunk to :k-0.05°. This demand in orbital space has a big impact on spacecratt design, ground station design and station keeping operations; the spacecraR must incorporate more efficient propulsion systems and satellite-to-satellite tracking devices (ESA 10035), the ground station has to increase in complexity to allow higher accuracy in orbit determination and operations have to become more complex for inclination and e,c, centricity maintenance. Some solutions arise: satellite clusters (with heavy workload in ground operations or autonomous station keeping) or the gradual assembling of big platforms in orbit. The first technique requires orbit determination methods on board the satellite (where ground operations workload is considerably reduced) or on ground. The second requires the ability to master rendezvous and docking operations but once the assembly is formed the control remains purely conventional.
The advantages of a big platform formed by the joining of several pieces instead of a "dancing" cluster of satellites can be listed as follows: 1. reduction to zero the risk of collisions.
2. reduction in ground station workload. 3. possibility to add as many pieces as desired increasing by far the capacity of the initial payload.
On the other hand the satellites must to be constructed with docking mechanisms and autonomous control systems.
RENDEZVOUS MISSION DESIGN
Among the main three techniques used for a chaser approaching a target (R-bar, V-bar, inertial) the Vbar is the most common used (Leonard 89) for its stability properties. With this technique less propellant than R-bar is required but plume impingement problems appear. Here only V-bar option will be considered. For a mission of this type the following assumptions are made:
• the target: it is a geostationary communications satellite. The target is passive and has the necessary mechanical-electrical elements for the docking of the chaser. It is maintained in the centre of its orbital window within a specified inclination and eccentricity. The target is three-axis stabilized via a double-gimbaled, bias momentum control system during the complete rendezvous mission.
• the chaser: it is another 8eostationary communications satellite with identical shape and mass. The chaser has a control system that allows the rendezvous and soft docking with the target in an autonomous form (no man-in-the-loop capabilities are considered). If the rendezvous fails the chaser returns to a safety position. The chaser is approaching the target using the V-bar technique where the docking axis is along the velocity vector. the environment: the chosen reference coordinate system is the Local Vertical, Local Horizontal (LVLH) ( fig. 1 ). That is: +X in the direction of target flight, +Z in the direction of center of Earth and +Y towards the Earth south pole. The orbital Under these assumptions the type of mission design for an assembling in GEO of two satellites will not be different from the conventional design during the launch, transfer and drif_ orbits and the station acquisition phase (Pocha 87). The difference resides in the guidance and navigation of the chaser approaching the target and the final docking.
Launch and GTO Orbit
The launch can be performed from Kourou Space Centre in French Guyana using an Ariane 4 expendable three-stage rocket. Using this rocket the inclinationof the transfer orbit is 7°. At the Wee of the transfer orbit the apogee motor is fired acquiring a near geosynchronous orbit (the drift orbit).
Drift Orbit and Station AcquisitiOn
During the driR orbit the chaser acquires its operational three-axis stabilized aRitude pointing involving de-spin, Sun acquisition and Earth acquisition. For this orbit a sot of 4 ESA ground stations to track the target can be assumed.
Once the satellite has acquired its operational attitude stabilization it must be placed closed to the target orbital longitude and with a specific orbit inclination. This operation is accomplished using ground tracking support. In this case only one station is involved.
Rendezvous & Docking Operations
These are defined as the set of operations to close up and dock two spacecrafls. In a typical mission they 
Homing
This phase starts with the target presence acquisition by the large range sensor (S-band radar) mounted in the chaser. That happens approximately at -100 Km (LVLH system) behind and slightly below the target. In this phase although the ground station supplies navigation data, the radar works in back-up mode giving R, Az and El of the target. During this phase only translation movement of both target and chaser is considered.
At -60 Km the chaser crosses the orbital window and in that moment the medium range sensor (laser) locks-on the target. During this part the laser sensor and radar sensor are nominal. Now the attitude pointing of the chaser starts to be important.
The homing phase extends to a distance of Km (behind the target). In that moment another phase starts.
Final Approach
This phase comprises the close up of the chaser from -1 Km to -1 m. During this time the short range sensor (camera) localizes a specific mark in the target (Ho 93). In this phase the camera f-unctions in nominal mode whereas the laser and the radar are in backup mode.
Docking
This phase starts at -1 m from the target and ends just a few centimeters from it, before the latching. Four close up sensors mounted in a cruciform way in the chaser west platform side allow the fine docking.
Latching
Four latches mounted clockwise to the close up sensors will fit into four handles that close when the proximity operations are finished (Fehse 85). In this phase the sensors and the camera operate in parallel.
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Figure 3. Docking mechanism
The laser and radar data are not considered ( fig. 3 ).
THE PHYSICS
OF THE SYSTEM
The translational motion of a spacecraft system in circular orbit can be described using the Clohessy-Wiltshire equations. Those are linear differential equations with time constant coefficients which describe the movement of two masses in a circular orbit around a third object. They were programmed in the rendezvous guidance computer used in the Gemini mission (1962) and still provide short-range maneuver computation for the Shuttle. Nowadays the range of validity of these equations have been extended by introducing special coelliptic coordinates to generalize the LVLH reference system.
The Clohessy-Wiltshire equations have as input the initial position and velocity of the chaser. The output is the position and velocity of the chaser alter a time interval. To apply these equations the two rotating bodies must have a small mass in comparison to the non-rotating body. In addition the target is located in the origin of the rotating coordinate system. The position and velocity of the chaser are given in this LEO the force f is the atmospheric drag, etc.
In the geostationary case several forces (apart from the Earth gravity) perturb the orbit of satellites: the Moon, Sun, Earth triaxiality, solar wind, etc. The Moon-Sun combined effect causes the orbit inclina-tion to grow 0.85°yr "1in average. The Earth's oblatehess causes a precession of the ascending node of about 4.9°yz 1. This effect is noticeable for non indined orbits but it is negligible for orbits with 0°inclination. The Earth triaxiality causes a longitudinal acceleration towards GEO points at 79% and 107.6°W. An average value in acceleration of 0.001°p er day 2 towards these points is typical. Finally the solar radiation pressure varies as the inverse square of the distance from the Sun. This force depends on the type of spacecraft surface and can be estimated as-
Fsv -k*A*l.6*cosi
The magnitude of this force along pitch axis is 10 a ,cos c0po ,t Nm and the magnitude along roll and yaw axis is 10 5 ,cos _po ,t Nm.
Once the chaser is close to the target during the final approach phase the force of the Earth gravity can be considered uniform. In this ease the reference system becomes inertial body reference system and the equations become: It must be noticed that (G&C) system is divided the translation movement tional movement. For this the guidance and control in two parts: the G&C of and the G&C of the rotastudy both movements are supposed to be de-coupled and the influence of one on the other is considered negligible. However we will see thatthe attitude motion influence on the G&C part oftbe translation motion.
Controller Implementation The fuzzy controller (FC) must substitute the guidance and control parts. The goal of the FC is to be able to generate the control signals derived from the sensor measurements (Lee 90). The steps involved in the construction of this FC are the following: 1, define input and output variables. 2. define universe of discourse for all variables.
3. defme the Rule Data Base (RDB).
define the Inference Engine
Once the FC is constructed it must be coded and inchded in the simulation.
For all the four previous points a fundamental step in the implementation of the FC is to capture the knowledge of an expert. This knowledge must be applied to guide and to control the vehicle. The expert will help defming the way to determine the state of the targetchaser system and the way to use the commands for each situation. The inference engine can be an approximate reasoning kernel based on already proposed systems (Buckley 92, King 94).
Construction of WS and OFS
In this case the input variables are the sensor measurements (positions, velocities, etc.) and the output variables are the firing of thrust (thrust position and time of fire) and the attitude angles and rates. The input variables will be represented in the Input Fuzzy Sets (IFS) system and the output variables will be represented in the Output Fuzzy Set (OFS) system (Drianov 93) .
For the translation movement it is simpler to use input variables in polar coordinates rather than Cartesian: an aircraft pilot is able to measure azimut and elevation angles and rates and distances and distances rates. The rotational movement can be represented by the attitude angles and angles rates. The output for a human controller could be the deflection of a joystick to fire a particular thruster and the defection time for acceleration controlled devices or the amount of pulses in pulse control devices.
Defining the control variables
For the translation movement of the chaser the input variables of the FC system will be azimut (a), eleva-tion (e), azimut rate (a), elevation rate (e), range (r) and range rate (r). For the rotational part the input variables will be pitch (0), pitch rate ( The azimut of the chaser (movement along X axis) is subdivided in the four fuzzy sets (LN, SN, SP, LP) . For small angles (a • [-_4,_4]) the exponential gaussian shapes overlap a little bit more than 25 % trying to smooth thruster actions within these limits.
Rules Data Base
The rules data base is the kernel of the knowledge base controller (KBC). Thanks to this data base the FC will incorporate an experience which can only be realized in the corresponding analytic model by means of manual operations. In this case the KBC implements the close loop control actions substituting the operator Crolk94).
Capturing the Imawledge
Here the expert tells us the following: the control of each axis is carried out in an independent manner: firings in Z direction control azimut and firings in Y direction control elevation. The firings over each axis arc calculated taking into account angles and its derivatives. :o the control in azimut and elevation is not symmetric: due to the Clohessy-Wiltshire equations of movement firings in X direction will 'elevate' the chaser in its path towards the target. It is necessary to realize compensation firings in the +Z direction. However, the control in elevation is symmetric with respect to the +X axis.
=_ the tendency of human controllers is to make azimut and elevation equal to 0°during the final approach phase (typically at -10 or -20 m of the target) to be able to reduce control workload and focus on fine range rate control. This scheme complies with an intuitive proportional navigation guidance towards the point of starting axis translation.
the mount and size of the firings depend proportionally on the distance: different firing strategies must be followed depending on the distance to the target. When the chaser is in homing phase the amount of firings is low (typically 1 every 5 minutes) and the size is big. In final approach phase the firings amount starts to increase (I every minute) but the size gets small. During docking the firings are frequent with very small size.
:o attitude angles and angles ratesare controlled during the translation along axis phase.
Constructing the knowledge data base
The rules data base are given in the following form: if ANTECEDENT then CONSEQUENT where ANTECEDENT and CONSEQUENT are any composition of statements (and, or, not, etc). The statements contain declarations of associations of fuzzy variables to fuzzy sets (fig. 9) .
These rules are grouped in two categories and every category contains several groups of control. One category corresponds to a long distance between target and chaser and the other corresponds to short distance between targetand chaser. This distinction allows to fire different sets of rules belonging to translation or rotational movement: duringlong distances (r is large) no rule of rotational movement is fired. When the chaser is getting closer to the target the relative attitude of both vehicles starts to be im- For each category the rules are grouped depending on the control action they generate: for the translational movement there are rules for controlling azimut, rules for controlling elevation and rules for controlling distance; for the rotational movement there are rules for controlling pitch, rules for controlling roll and rules for controlling yaw, The FC controller is implemented in the following way:
• The control variables together with their universes of discourse are as described before.
s The shape of the membership functions is an exponential 8aussian function. • The rule data base is composed of 32 rules (20 for translation and 12 for rotation).
s The inference engine is programmed using the Mamdani's Min-Max mechanism (Mmndani 74); the AND operator is chosen as the minimum of two weight antecedents instead of its multiplication.
s The defuzzyfication strategy used is the centre of gravity computation. The fuzzy inference engine with approximate reasoning was implemented using FISMAT, the Fuzzy Inference Systems toolboox for MATLAB developed by A. Lofti. FISMAT provided fuzzy logic operations and different methods of approximate reasoning.
CONTINGENCIES
Contingency situations can happen when the docking velocity is too high, the docking axis is not in perfect alignment with the V-bar axis or when the attitude of both satellites differ in an angle bigger than the one specified for the latching mechanism.
Easily, the FC can be extended to handle these situations. For an hazardous impact the thrust pair (1,3) must be used to produce an exponential breaking during the translation along axis. This situation was taken into account with the rule i/range rate is L then Burn (1,3) is SN For the situation with the docking axis not in perfect alignment with the V-bar axis a pseudo proportional _navigation towards the starting point of the axis translation was implemented with the rule if a is LP and a rate Is LP then Burn (5,6) is LP Finally when attitude angles are out of range of the specifications of the latching mechanism some corrective measures can be taken during the translation along-axis phase.
CONCLUSIONS
Up to date, servicing is greatly dependent of human operations in space. Therefore, the on-orbit accessibility factors of the satellite to be serviced is a primary consideration. Support capabilities for human presence in satellite maintenance tasks in GEO will not be widely available until the first decade of the 21st century (Waltz 90). In the meantime autonomous rendezvous and docking arise as a good alternative.
Fuzzy logic emulates the behavior of human operatots for complex control tasks. A fuzzy logic controller emboddod in a guidance, navigation and control system of a spacecraf_ can realize autonomously the close loop operations replacing the conventional crisp control algorithms. The fuzzy controller produces soft control actions in the proximity of the target and during the docking to avoid disturbance torques in the final assembly.
Fuzzy controllers
can be programmed, tested and qualified for flight (Daley 85, 87). Its rule data base can be constructed with the help of an expert and refined in simulations. Fuzzy controllers are easily reconfigurabled for different type of missions and their performance is robust to changes.
